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We make explicit a connection between the "unwind property" and first-order 
logics of programs. Using known results on the unwind property, we can then 
quickly compare various logics of programs. In Section 1, we give a sample of these 
comparative results, which are already known but established ifferently in this 
paper. In Sections 2 and 3, given an arbitrary deterministic regular program S (with 
or without parameterless recursive calls), we show how to construct a first-order 
structure where S will unwind. Based on this construction, we then prove that the 
logic of regular programs (with or without parameterless recursive calls) is more 
expressive than the logic of deterministic regular programs (with or without 
parameterless recursive calls, respectively). © i985 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we establish: (1 )a  connection between the unwind 
property and logics of programs, (2) periodic properties that are satisfied 
by deterministic but not non-deterministic computations, and (3)new 
proofs of results in first-order dynamic logic, based on (1) and (2). 
More specifically, in Section 1, we prove the following transfer principle: 
Let N and 5: be programming languages, with N extending 50. If there is a 
program R in ~ such that for every finite collection of programs $1 ..... S, 
in 5:, there is a first-order structure (or a data type, if you will) where R 
does not unwind and each of $1,..., Sn unwinds, then the dynamic logic 
based on ~ is more expressive than the dynamic logic based on 5:. Using 
known results on the unwind property, we are then able to compare 
dynamic logics of various programming formalisms, thus providing new 
and shorter proofs of known results in dynamic logic. 
In Section2, we examine the behaviour of deterministic regular 
programs, and deterministic regular programs with parameterless recursive 
call, and show that computation sequences of such programs must exhibit 
certain periodic properties. This examination allows us to determine classes 
of first-order structures where such programs unwind. 
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In Section 3, using again the transfer principle of Section 1 together with 
the analysis of Section 2, we prove that: DL > DDL (once more but dif- 
ferently) and CF-DL > CF-DDL (a new result independently established by 
Stolboushkin, 1983). 
This is not a self-contained paper. We assume that the reader is familiar 
with dynamic logic and the rudiments of classical logic (for Sects. 1 and 3), 
and with elementary counting principles (for Sect. 2). 
1. PROGRAM DEFINABILITY AND DYNAMIC LOGIC 
Let d = (A, rl, r2,..., fl, f2,-'-) be a first-order structure and S a program 
scheme, with the signature of S contained in the signature of d .  A 
relation R on the universe A is said to be definable by S in d if R is the 
input output relation of S interpreted in d .  This kind of definability is 
related to questions of program semantics and axiomatizations of Hoare- 
logics. An important situation arises when the relation R definable by S in 
d is also first-order definable in d .  In particular, this occurs when S 
unwinds in d ;  i.e., in case S is deterministic, when there is a uniform bound 
on the length of the converging computations of S over d .  A formal 
definition, which also covers the case of a non-deterministic program 
scheme S, follows. 
1.1. The Unwind Property 
Let S be a program scheme, with one variable x used for both input and 
output. (What follows is easily generalized to any program scheme with 
any number of input and output variables, not necessarily identical. 
Furthermore, S may use memory locations other than named by x, for 
example, arrays indexed with the natural numbers; but only x can be used 
to assign input values and retrieve output values, so that if S is interpreted 
in the first-order structure d ,  its input-output relation is a relation from A 
to A.) 
We are deliberately vague in defining a "program scheme." There are 
several equivalent formulations in the literature, which all start from the 
same basic programming formalism, and gradually add to it various 
features such as: non-determinism, recursive calls (with and without 
parameters), counters, pushdown stores (binary and algebraic), and others. 
This same basic programming formalism is varyingly called: "regular 
programs," "while-programs," "flowchart programs," and "iterative 
programs"--which are all assumed to be deterministic, and restricted to 
finitely many simple variables and atomic tests on simple variable. 
Any program scheme S can be translated into a countable non-deter- 
ministic f-ft' statement, denoted eds(S), and written as a countable 
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sequence of "guarded commands" (to use Dijkstra's term). A guarded com- 
mand is an expression of the form ~b --. t, where ¢ is a first-order formula 
and t a first-order term, both containing no free variable other than x. Sup- 
pose eds(S)= (0~ ti l ieI) where I is an initial segment of the natural 
numbers o. The input-output relation of S interpreted in any structure sO, 
denoted SA, is the relation defined by the (possibly infinite) disjunction: 
V ¢~(x) and y=t~(x) 
i c I  
in the structure d;  i.e., 
SA= {(a, b)~A21there is an i~ I  such that s t~b i [a ]&b = t~[a] }. 
A program scheme S is a finite approximation of S if eds(S) is a finite sub- 
set of eds(S). Program scheme S unwinds in d if there is a finite 
approximation S of S such that S'~ = S A. 
The next lemma establishes a basic connection between program 
definability and "first-order dynamic logics." A dynamic logic is a language 
for expressing properties of programs; it combines an assertion language 
and a programming language in a single formalism. If ~ is a programming 
language (i.e., a class of program schemes atisfying some closure proper- 
ties, such as those spelled out in Clarke, German, and Halpern (1982)), we 
denote the corresponding first-order dynamic logic by DL(~). 
1.2. LEMMA. Let Yt and 5" be classes of program schemes. I f  there is a 
program scheme R eR  such that for every finite collection of program 
schemes $1 ..... She5 P, there is a first-order structure d where each of 
$1,..., S, unwinds but R does not, then DL(~) ~ DL(SP)--that is, DL(~) is 
either more expressive than, or incomparable with, DL(S¢). 
Proof (outlined). (1) Let eds(R)=((~i--*ti[i~cn), where x is the only 
free variable appearing in ~bi and ti. Let O(x, y) denote the following for- 
mula of DL(~): (R )  x= y. Then, given an arbitrary structure ~', O(x, y) 
defines in d the input-output relation R A. Put differently, given an 
arbitrary ~,  
Th(d)~[k,/i~o~bi(x ) and y=ti(x)]~--,O(x, y). 
(2) Suppose R does not unwind in d .  We claim that for no first- 
order formula ~(x, y) do we have 
Th(d~(x ,  y)~-~O(x, y). 
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Suppose otherwise. Then the set of first-order formulas 
T= Th(d)u  {O(x, y)} w { 7~bi(x ) or y ¢ ti(x) lie co} 
is finitely satisfiable if R does not unwind in d .  Indeed, if T were not 
finitely satisfiable, we would have n e co such that 
Th(d)  w {O(x, y)} w { n~bo(X) or y ~ to(X),..., 7(J,(x) or y ¢ t,(x) } 
is contradictory, so that 
Th(d)~/k(x,  y) ~ V {~bi(x) and y = ti(x)[i= 0 ..... n} 
contradicting the fact that R does not unwind in d .  Hence, T is consistent, 
and has a model ¢ ) -  d such that (~, a, b)~O(x, y) but (~, a, b)k=O(x, y). 
(3) Consider the formula O(x, y)eDL(N) constructed from R, as in 
(1) above. Suppose there is a formula p(x, y)~ DL(Se) which is equivalent 
to O(x, y), and we shall get a contradiction. Let the set of program schemes 
appearing in p be {$1,..., S,}. Choose a structure s¢ where R does not 
unwind, but each of S1 ..... S, unwinds in d and, therefore, in every N - d .  
Hence, there is a first-order formula q(x, y) such that Th(d)  ~q(x, y )~ 
p(x,y) and therefore Th(d)~q(x,y)~O(x,y)  but this contradicts 
(2). I 
The preceding lemma is a powerful "transfer principle." Using results on 
the unwind property, we can quickly establish the non-equivalence of
various first-order dynamic logics. This paper is by no means an exhaustive 
illustration of the technique. 
The most basic first-order dynamic logic is DL(~), where ~ is the class 
of (non-deterministic) flowchart program schemes, which is commonly 
called DL. If we allow in this class ~: 
(1) parameterless recursive calls, 
(2) recursive calls with parameters, 
(3) array assignments, 
(4) random assignments, 
the corresponding first-order dynamic logics are called CF-DL, Rec-DL, 
Array-DL, and Random-DL--respectively. If we restrict program schemes 
to be deterministic, the corresponding logics are DDL, CF-DDL, Rec- 
DDL, Array-DDL, and Random-DDL--respectively. Only atomic tests are 
usually allowed in the program schemes of these dynamic logics. Precise 
definitions are in Harel (1979). 
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The next theorem says that if programs are allowed to access unbounded 
memory, by using for example recursive calls or array assignments or ran- 
dom assignments, then the corresponding dynamic logics are more 
expressive. This situation is carefully examined in Tiuryn (1981). Parts (1) 
and (2) of the theorem were first proved in Tiuryn (1981), and part (3) in 
Meyer and Winklmann (1982), all based on different echniques from ours. 
1.3 THEOREM. (1) Array-DL > DL and Array-DDL > DDL, 
(2) Rec-DL > CF-DL and Rec-DDL > CF-DDL, 
(3) Random-DL > DL and Random-DDL > DDL. 
Proof In each case, it is clear that the logic on the left-hand side is 
stronger than, or equal to, the logic on the right-hand side--hence, the two 
logics are at least related by "/>." To show that the two are actually related 
by ">,"  we use Lemma 1.2. In Kfoury (1983), it is shown that in the struc- 
ture 
where 
~Ar= (m; =; g, 0), 
#(m, n) -- n + 1 if m -- Ln/2J, 
= 0 otherwise, 
every deterministic flowchart program unwinds, while there are deter- 
ministic recursive programs that do not unwind. In fact, the proof in 
Kfoury (1983) shows that any program restricted to bounded memory 
unwinds in Y ,  while there are programs accessing unbounded memory 
that do not unwind in ~' .  Examples of programming features that allow 
access to unbounded memory are: recursive calls with parameters of type 1, 
array assignments, and random assignments ( ee Tiuryn, 1981, for exam- 
ple). Applying Lemma 1.2 is now straightforward. | 
We shall use Lemma 1.2 again in Section 3, in conjunction with the 
analysis of Section 2, to prove that DL > DDL and CF-DL  > CF-DDL. 
DL>DDL was first proved in Berman, Halpern, and Tiuryn (1982) and, 
independently, in Stolboushkin and Taitslin (1983). Another indepenent 
proof also appears in Urzyczyn (1983), which contains other interesting 
results on the unwind property. 
Stolboushkin and Taitslin have extended their proof for DL > DDL to 
show CF-DL> CF-DDL, Stolboushkin (1984). Their proof uses a group- 
theoretic result which states that there is an infinite group generated by two 
elements and satisfying the identity xn= 1 for an appropriately arge value 
of n. Berman, Halpern, and Tiuryn have also announced that their proof 
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for DL > DDL can be extended to show CF-DL > CF-DDL, which they 
intend to include in the journal version of their paper. The latter proof is 
based on a counting argument, which essentially says that the computation 
of a deterministic regular program over a complete binary tree of height 
n~>0 can reach at most a polynomial-in-n umber of nodes (out of 
2" + 1 _ _  1 nodes). 
Our proof technique neither uses group theory, nor is based on an 
explicit counting argument. It is more akin to a "pumping lemma" which 
shows that the computation of a deterministic regular program over a wide 
class of treelike structures, even in the presence of parameterless recursive 
calls, is bound to exhibit a "limited periodic behaviour" within a uniform 
number of steps independent of the input values. This "limited periodic 
behaviour," which can always be avoided by non-deterministic programs, 
will be made precise in Section 2. 
It should be noted that our proof technique works as long as the 
signature contains two unary function symbols (a special case of such 
signature is that of the treelike algebras of Sect. 2). It remains to be seen 
whether our analysis can provide any insight about the question "DL> 
DDL?" when the signature contains only one unary function symbol. (As 
shown in Tiuryn and Urzyczyn, 1983, the latter question is equivalent to a 
fundamental open problem of complexity theory, namely: "DSPACE(n)¢ 
NSPA CE(n)?"). 
2. THE PERIODIC BEHAVIOR OF A DETERMINISTIC FLOWCHART PROGRAM 
WITH A BINARY PUSHDOWN STORE 
In this section we examine deterministic regular program schemes, with 
or without parametertess recursive calls, which are the programming for- 
malisms used in CF-DDL and DDL, respectively. Each such program 
scheme can be written in the form of a flowchart, with or without 
parameterless recursive calls, respectively. Further, we can replace the 
mechanism of parameterless recursive calls by a single binary pushdown 
store (see, e.g., Appendix C in Tiuryn, 1985)--hence the title of this section. 
For simplicity, and throughout this section only, whenever we talk about 
a "flowchart" we mean a "deterministic flowchart program with a binary 
pushdown store." A computation by such a flowchart is started by assign- 
ing values to .the input variables of the flowchart, its pds being initially 
empty. For a smoother analysis, however, we consider all variables in the 
flowchart o be input variables and we allow the pds to be initially non- 
empty. Hence, to start a computation by such a flowchart S with k 
variables, we need to specify both an input ~e {0, 1}* for the pds and 
input values a = (al ,..., ak) for all variables. The input values a are from the 
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universe A of whatever first-order structure S is interpreted in. The 
resulting computation is denoted S(a, a). We follow the convention that 
the leftmost symbol in a is the top of the pds. 
The main result of this section (Theorem 2.7) and its corollaries ay that 
the computation of a flowchart over a wide class of treelike algebras will 
either terminate, or diverge by popping an empty pds, or become periodic 
(in the sense explained below), within a uniform bound of steps (this 
bound depending only on the initial length of the pds. The proof of 2.7 is 
an induction on the structure of flowcharts, which are always assumed to 
be in normal form. The hard part is keeping track of the growth in the pds 
length. 
2.1. Periodic and Limited Periodic Computations 
Flowcharts will always be in "normal form," as defined in Engeler 
(1971). A flowchart is in normal form if it can be drawn as a (downward 
growing) finite tree, where every upward edge is directed to a point occur- 
ing along the path from the root to that edge. To distinguish between a 
downward edge and an upward edge, let us call the first a branch, and the 
second a loop. 
More formally, every flowchart S consisting of a single instruction is in 
normal form. Furthermore, if S is obtained by composing a flowchart R in 
normal form, with at least n exit branches, with flowcharts R1, R= ..... Rn all 
in normal form (see Fig. 1), then S is in normal form. Finally, if S is 
obtained from a flowchart R in normal form, by directing one or more of 
the exit branches of R to its entry branch (see Fig. 2), then S is in normal 
form. For later reference, if S is obtained from R as in Fig. 2, we shall say 
that S is derived from R. Observe that a loop is an upward branch which 
links up with a branch rather than with an instruction. 
Consider a flowchart S with k variables. Suppose S has n branches, uni- 
quely labelled with the integers { 1, 2,..., n }. The loops of S are not labelled. 
the entry branch 
k 
~ ~ a b h  . 
FIGURE 1 
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I I 
an exit branch / ~ a loop 
/ 
FIGURE 2 
A (possibly infinite) path segment ~ in S is uniquely represented by a 
(possibly infinite) sequence of labels in {1, 2,..., n}, in symbols 
7c= eoel"" e i ' " ,  eie{1,...,n} and i~I<~(9. 
is a path segment, rather than just a path, in that it does not necessarily 
start at the entry branch of S or end at one of its exit branches. We shall 
say that ~z becomes periodic if there are p >~ 0 and r ~> 1 such that 
ep' ' 'ep+r- l~ep+q.r ' ' 'ep+q.r+r  1, 
for all q/> 0. The length of the period is r in this case, but any multiple of r 
is the length of a valid period too. We shall also say that ~ is periodic after 
the pth step ( or instruction) with each period containing r steps. 
Given a finite path segment ~' in S, let #pop(~') and #push(~') denote 
the number of pop and push instructions occurring along ~', respectively, 
and define d(~') -- #push(n') - #pop(~'). (Unless the last branch of n' is 
an exit branch of S, we think of ~' as a sequence containing an equal num- 
ber of alternating branches and instructions, starting with a branch and 
ending with an instruction.) If path segment ~ = eoele2"'" is periodic after 
the pth step with a period of length r/> 1, we shall further say that ~ is 
upward-periodic if, for every initial segment n' of ep-" ep+r-1, d(~')>~0. 
This means that if a e {0, 1 }* is the pds configuration just after the pth 
instruction along re, then none of the bits in a is inspected after the pth 
instruction. 
We shall also be interested in the case when path segment n exhibits a 
limited periodic behavior; i.e., all of the following sequences of branch 
labels are identical: 
ep'''ep+r_l~ep+r'''ep+2r_l~...~ep+(m 1).r' ' 'ep+m.r-1 
where r >~ 1 and m/> 2 (the period length is always non-zero and the num- 
ber of periods is at least 2). In this case, 7~ is periodic after the pth step for 
(at least) m periods. If, in addition, d(~') >/0 for every initial segment n' of 
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ep... ep +,_ 1, we shall say that path segment ~ is upward-periodic after the 
pth step for m periods. 
Consider the computations of S on some input vector (a ,a )= 
(a, al ..... a~). The above definitions of "periodic" and "upward-periodic" an 
be restated relative to the computation S(a, a), by taking ~ to be the path 
followed by S(a, a). A computation S(a, a) which is upward-periodic is
also periodic, but not necessarily the other way around. We shall be 
exclusively concerned with upward-periodic computations. An information 
we get from upward-periodic computations which is unavailable in the case 
of periodic computations i illustrated by the following example: Consider 
a flowchart S without variables, so that the only data that S manipulates i
the binary string in its pds. If a e {0, 1 } * is the initial pds configuration and 
the computation S(a) is upward-periodic after the pth step for two (non- 
zero length) periods, then S(a) is forever upward-periodic after the pth 
step--and, therefore, doomed to diverge. This conclusion, the verification 
of which is left to the reader, does not follow if S(a) is only known to be 
periodic for a finite number of periods. 
2.2. The Measure ~b 
We define a measure q~ that will allow us to determine whether a com- 
putation exhibits a (limited) periodic behavior within a uniform number of 
steps, independent of the input values. Given an arbitrary flowchart S and 
an arbitrary first-order structure d ,  the measure q~ on S interpreted in d ,  
relative to a parameter m >~ 2, is: 
• (S, d ,  m) 
= 1 + sup{Ircl Ithere is a computation S(tr, a) over d such 
that 7z is a finite segment of the path followed 
by S(a, a), ~z is not upward-periodic for m 
periods, and d(~')~>0 for every initial 
segment 7z' of ~ }. 
In this definition, I~1 is the length of re. Note that if a computation S(a, a) 
is not upward-periodic for m periods, then the same is true of every 
segment of the path followed by S(~r, a). 
2.3. THEOREM. Let S be an arbitrary flowchart with k >10 var&bles, ~¢ a 
first-order structure, and m an integer >~2. I f  qs(S, d ,  m) is finite, then for 
all (tr, a)~ {0, 1}*x A k, the computation S(tr, a) exhibits one of the follow- 
ing bebaviors in at most ]al • ~b(S, d ,  m) + ~(S, d,  m) steps: 
(1) it converges, or 
(2) it diverges by popping an empty pds, or 
(3) it is upward-periodic. 
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Proof Let ~ be the path followed by the computation S(a, a). Assume 
that S(a, a) neither converges nor diverges by popping an empty pds. This 
means in particular that S(a, a) diverges, and ~ is an infinite path. There is 
therefore a time at which the pds has a minimum length configuration, say 
ao, in the course of the computation. Let ~o be the initial (finite) segment 
of 7r at the end of which the pds configuration is a o for the first time. Then 
it = ~o~Zl, where 7r 1 is a final (infinite) segment of ~. By the definition of ~, 
the first ~ (S, d ,  m) steps of 7z I are upward-periodic for m periods, and n o 
cannot exceed (la I - l ao j ) '~(S ,  d ,m)  in length without being upward- 
periodic for rn periods. | 
Given an arbitrary first-order structure d ,  ~(S, d ,  m) may or may not 
be infinite. We next define a special class of first-order structures, the 
"treelike algebras," and then establish various sufficient conditions on a 
treelike algebra in order that ~(S, d ,  m) be finite. 
2.4. Treelike Algebras 
A unary algebra d = (A, =, L(), R()) is said to be treelike if the universe 
A is a set of strings in {L, R}* closed under the suffix operation, i.e., if w is 
in A then every suffix of w is in A. We view A as the set of nodes of a 
binary tree growing upward. (Note that we take the suffix of w rather than 
its prefix, so that an infinite chain in A is specified by a string of L's and 
R's of order type *co.) For all weA, if w has a left successor then L(w) = 
Lw else L(w)=w, and if w has a right successor then R(w)=Rw else 
R(w) = w. 
To prove the main result of this section (Theorem 2.7), we need two 
technical results (Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6). 
Consider now a flowchart S with variables x~, x2,..., xk, and signature 
( = ; L() ,  R()). Let ~ be (possibly infinite) path in S, which starts at the 
entry branch of S. A computation that follows path ~ executes a number of 
test instructions, which corresponds to the evaluation of a same number of 
atomic and negated atomic formulas at the values stored in xa ..... xk, at the 
entry branch of S. (A simple way of obtaining these formulas from the 
sequence of instructions along ~ is to displace one by one all assignment 
instructions past all test instructions, which is easy to do once we allow 
general terms rather than only simple variables in the tests.) Each such for- 
mula must be satisfied by the values stored in xl ..... x~, at the entry branch 
of S if the computation follows n, and is of the form: 
Gl(xi~) = G2(xi2) or Gl(xg 1) ~ G2(xi2), 
where G1, G2e{L( ) ,R( )}*  and i l , i2e{1,...,k}. Each such formula is 
induced by one of the test instructions along ~ and, generally, does not 
itself appear explicitly as a test instruction along ~. Note that if ~ contains 
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loops, the same test instruction along 7z may induce more than one such 
formula. We shall also say that an atomic or negated atomic formula is 
induced by path n if it is induced by one of the test instructions along 7r. 
Let us say that a flowchart S is an expansion of flowchart S if S is 
obtained by unwinding a finite number of times some of the loops of S. 
(For a formal definition of this process, the reader is referred to Section 3 
of Urzyczyn, 1983. If S is an expansion of S, then S and S are well 
equivalent, in the sense of Urzyczyn, 1983. Well equivalence between two 
flowcharts implies that if one flowchart unwinds then so does the other, but 
is not strong enough to imply that the two flowcharts have the same 
periodic behavior.) 
2.5. LEMMA. Let S be a flowchart with variables x 1, x 2 . . . . .  Xk, and 
signature (= ; L() ,  R()) .  There is an expansion S of S such that for every 
occurrence t of a test in S, there are variables x~, xie {xl, x2 ..... Xk} such 
that every atomic or negated atomic formula induced by t along any path ~z 
that starts at the entry branch of S involves variables x~ and xj. (Observe 
that we distinguish between different occurences of the same test in S.) 
Proof For the purpose of this proof, let us distinguish between input 
and work variables; the first will be denoted x~,..., Xk, and the second 
Yl ..... Yk. TO this end, we insert at the entry branch of S the sequence of 
instructions yl:=Xl;...; yk:=Xk--and then we substitute Yi for  x,- in all 
other instructions of S. 
At any given time in a computation by S, a work variable Yi is assigned 
either no value at all, or else a term involving one input variable. Hence, at 
any given time, yi may be in one of (k + 1) distinct "states," the additional 
state here being the not-yet-assigned-a-value state. Let us refer to these 
states by the integers 0, 1,..., k. When we want to refer to the states of all 
work variables imultaneously, we consider vectors of the form (il, i2,..., ik) 
with entries in {0, 1,..., k}. 
Suppose S has n branches. We assign a unique label from the set 
{ 1,..., n } to every branch. (The loops are not labeled.) There are altogether 
n. (k+ 1) k "labeled states," each of the form (e, ia, i2 ..... ik), where e e 
{1 ..... n} and i~ ..... ike {0, 1 ..... k}. 
To construct g from S, we proceed as follows. Starting at the entry 
branch of S, we think of S as being gradually unwound in the downward 
direction. Left to itself, this process may go on forever, and an infinite 
bipartite tree would be drawn. (Since the lemma is trivially true for a loop- 
free flowchart, we assume that S contains loops.) However, as each branch 
is drawn in this process, we associate with it one of the labelled states. 
Since there are only finitely many such states, along every path n that starts 
at the root of this (potentially infinite) biparte tree, there is a state s that 
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repeats itself. Instead of drawing the branch corresponding to s, we draw a 
loop back to the earlier occurence of s in g. The resulting flowchart is S. | 
Let the branches of flowchart S be uniquely labelled with the integers 
1, 2,..., n. Let S' be an expansion of S where the branch labels of S have 
been preserved. The branches of S are not uniquely labelled in general. S 
and S exhibit indentical periodic behaviors, in that: a computation by S is 
periodic after the pth step for m periods with each period containing r steps 
iff the corresponding computation by S is periodic after the pth step for m 
periods with each period containing r steps. 
The proof of the next lemma is a simple, though tedious, counting 
argument based on the pigeon-hole principle. 
2.6. LEMMA. Let m, L, and M be positive integers. There is a positive 
integer N depending on m, L, M, satisfying the following eondition. For all 
finite sequences of pairs in {0, 1}*x {1 ..... M}: 
(ao, bo)(al, b l ) " "  (a., b.) 
where [ai] ~> ]ao] and [ai[ ~< [ai_l[ + L, for all i>0,  if n~ N then there are 
indeces 0 <~ Po < Pl < "'" < Pm <~ N such that 
(1) [ffpi[<,..[aq[for allpi~q<...pi+l andO<~i<m, 
(2) apo, ap~ ..... apm, have a common prefix of length min(L, lap0 [), 
(3) bpo = bp l  = " ' "  = bpm.  
Proof (outlined). First, we show by induction on h>~0 that if 
lag[ ~< ]g0[ +h for all i, then we can take the upper bound N>>.f(h), where 
f (h )= 1 + [m" M" 2L] h+l. 
This is the case whether or not lag[ ~< lai_l[ +L  for all i>0. 
Second, we show that if there is an index i such that la/I >i laol + 
m-L -M"  2 L, then conditions (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied. This consists in 
constructing from the given sequence of pairs a subsequence 
(to, Co) ..... (ru, cu) such that 
I~ol = laot, 
I~ul/> laol + m" L" M" 2 c, 
Ir,I < Iz,+~l ~ [~,l +L  for all O<~t<u, 
and if (v,, c,) and (r,+l, c,+~) are (a,, bg) and (aj, bj), respectively, then 
i< j  and for all k~ {i+ 1,..., j}: 
la/I < lakl. 
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The subsequence (to, Co) ..... (zu, cu) satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3), so 
that the given sequence does too. Finally, the desired upper bound N can 
be defined as f(m" L" M" 2L). II 
Let d be a treelike algebra. For all w e A, we denote by d w the sub- 
algebra of d generated by w; i.e., dw is the subalgebra whose universe is 
Aw= {w'eAIw is a suffix of w'}. 
2.7. THEOREM. Let S be an arbitrary flowchart and m >>, 2. If d is a 
treelike algebra such that there are only finitely many isomorphism types in 
the class of subalgebras {dwl wE }, then #(S, d ,  m) is a finite integer. 
Proof The proof is by induction on the number of steps required to 
construct S. We leave to the leader the easy cases when S is a single 
instruction, or when S is obtained by composing R with RI ..... Rn under 
the assumption that each of q~(R, d ,  m), q~(R~, d ,  m),..., qS(Rn, d ,  m) is 
finite. 
It remains to show that if S is derived from R and q~(R, d ,  m) is finite, 
then q~(S, d ,  m) is also finite. Recall that if S is derived from R, then S is 
obtained from R by directing upward some of its exit branches to its entry 
branch, thus creating additional outermost loops. 
For convenience, let us denote the functions ~(R, d ,  ) and q~(S, d ,  ) by 
~b( ) and q~(), respectively. From ~,b(m), we define another quantity 3(m) as 
follows: 
6(m) = sup(d(rc)lrc is a path segment in R of length <~b(m)}. 
Clearly, 6(m) is an upper bound on the maximum possible increase in the 
pds length, along any portion of computation of R which is not upward- 
periodic for m periods. 
We can represent a computation S(G, a) by the sequence (possibly 
infinite): 
(Go, ao) := (,r, a) ..... (Ge, a,) := Re(a, a) ..... 
We read Ri(a, a) as the (possibly infinite) sequence of instructions executed 
to the end of the ith iteration of R, if this iteration is defined; and (a/, ai) as 
the vector of values in the pals and the variables, if and when the ith 
iteration is completed. Note that if an iteration of R is defined, it does not 
necessarily mean that it converges. If the ith iteration of R is defined but 
does not converge, so that (ai_ l ,a i  1) is defined but R(Ge , ,ae_l)  
diverges, then we shall say that the computation S(G, a) contains i but 
completes only ( i -  1) iterations of R. (Since we view R~(G, a) as a sequence 
of instructions, it is more proper to write (ae, a~) := (Re(a, a))(G, a), i.e., 
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(~ri, ai) is obtained by applying the sequence R~(a, a) to (a, a). Although 
more precise, this notation is more cumbersome.) 
In determining the periodic behavior of S(a, a), we shall count the num- 
ber of "iterations" instead of number of "steps." More precisely, we shall 
prove the following assertion ($): 
There is a function ~b: ~o ~ o) such that for all rn>~2 and all 
(a, a)~ {0, 1}*xA ~, if the computations S(a, a) completes at 
least O(m) iterations of R, and if the length of each cr i (the pds 
configuration at the end of the ith iteration of R) is at least 
la0l = [a[, for all 1 ~< i~O(m), then S(a, a) is  upward-periodic 
for m periods. 
Before going any further, we verify that assertion ($), together with the 
fact that ~b(rn) is finite, imply that {b(rn) is also finite. Consider an arbitrary 
computation S(a, a), not upward-periodic for m ~> 2 periods. Excluding the 
possibility of divergence as a result of popping an empty pds, it then 
follows that every iteration of R converges (by the finiteness of ~b(m)), and 
that S(cr, a) converges (by assertion ($)). Let n be an arbitrary segment of 
the path followed by S(a, a) such that d(n') >~ 0 for every initial segment n' 
of n. With no loss of generality, let n start at a branch visited during the 
first iteration of R, and end at an instruction visited during the pth 
iteration of R, p~> 1. Let us write n=nln2" 'np,  where nl~2"'n . is the 
initial segment of n that goes to the end of the nth iteration of R, for 
1 ~< n ~< p - 1. Using the fact that d(n') >~ 0 for every initial segment n' of n, 
it is readily verified that 
I~zll < ~b(m), 
In21 < 6(m)" O(m) + O(m), 
IrCpl < (p - 1). 6(m). ~b(m) + ~b(m). 
Furthermore, since a~ (the pds at the end of the first iteration of R) con- 
tains at most 6(m) bits more than the pds at the entry branch of n, the 
computation S(a, a) completes less than 6(m). ~b(m) + t~(m) iterations after 
the first iteration of R- -by assertion ($). We conclude that p -1  < 
6(m). q;(m) + O(m), so that also, 
In[ ~<~ {n'6(m)'O(m)+fb(m)lO<~n<f(m)'t~(m)+¢(m)}. 
If the computation 
the right-hand side 
the length of n. 
S(a, a) diverges as a result of popping an empty pds, 
of the preceding inequality is still an upper bound on 
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Assuming that ~b(m) is finite, we draw another conclusion, denoted ($$) 
for later reference. Consider a computation S(a, a). We say that a formula 
is induced within i iterations, i>~ 1, if R~(a, a) is defined and the formula in 
question is induced by the computation path of R~(a, a). We introduce the 
following notation, for all a, b ~ { L, R } *: 
[a ,b]= +c i fb=caforsomece{L ,R}* ,  
= -c  if a= bc for some c e { L, R } +, 
= oe otherwise. 
Thus, [a, b] is "positive" if a is a suffix of b, "negative" if b is a proper suf- 
fix of a, and "infinite" otherwise. If [a, b] is defined, then its length, 
denoted I[a, b]l, is the length of c in the above definition. Assertion ($$) 
reads as follows: 
There is a function h: co x co ~ co such that for all m >~ 2, all 
q>~0, and all (a, a)e {0, 1}* xA k, if the computation S(a, a) 
completes at least q iterations of R, and if the length of each of 
o 1 . . . . .  Oq, is at least ]a0[ = Io-I, and if each of the first q iterations 
of R is not upward-periodic for m periods, then for all i, j e 
{ 1,..., k}:l [a~, aj]l~> h(m, q)implies {a~, a:} does not satisfy any 
atomic formula induced within the first q iterations of R. 
To verify ($$), observe that each of the first q iterations of R can inspect at 
most 6(m) pds bits below the top level of a, since the length of each of 
0"1, . . .  , 0"q, is at least la[. Hence, the total number of steps to the end of the 
qth iteration of R cannot exceed 
h(m, q) = ~ {n" 6(m). ~b(m) + ~b(m) I 1 ~< n ~< q}. 
Hence, if I[ai, a:]l >>-h(m, q), then {ai, a:} cannot satisfy an atomic formula 
induced within the first q iterations of R. 
All that remains is to prove assertion ($). When examining the periodic 
behavior of S, we shall consider an expansion S of S satisfying the con- 
clusion of Lemma 2.5. In this expansion S we preserve the branch labels of 
S. While the branches in S are uniquely labelled, those in S generally are 
not. In particular, if e is the label of the entry branch of S, then c~ is the 
label of the entry branch of S as well as other branches in S generally. In S, 
flowchart R is no longer identifiable as the flowchart from which S is 
derived. Strictly speaking, therefore, it does not make sense to count 
iterations of R in a computation by S. However, we can still count 
iterations of R in the course of a computation by S as follows: Every time a 
branch labelled e is visited, an iteration of R is completed and a new 
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iteration of R is started. If all the formulas induced by a test instruction t 
along any path starting at the entry branch of S involve variables xi and xj, 
let us call t a {i, j}-test instruction. 
The advantage of working with S rather than with S is the following: If 
we know that a pair of input values {ai, aj} does not affect he flow of the 
computation S(a, a), i.e., {ai, aj} does not satisfy any atomic formula 
induced by the path followed by this computation, then we can eliminate 
the yes-edge ofevery {i, j}-test instruction, and all the instructions (if any) 
below it, without affecting the computation. This kind of elimination of a 
yes-edge, and all the instructions below it, is not always possible in S, 
because the formulas induced by the same test instruction along all paths 
starting at the entry branch of S do not necessarily involve the same pair of 
variables. 
We consider additional flowcharts, denoted Sp, constructed from S. P 
refers to an arbitrary set of pairs {i, j}, where i and j are indices (possibly 
equal) in {1, 2 ..... k}. There are altogether (k/2). (k+ 1) such pairs. The 
flowchart Sp is obtained form S by taking the entry branch of every {i, j}- 
test instruction, {i, j} C P, and reconnect i with the no-edge of the same 
test instruction, with the dangling yes-edge and all instructions below it (if 
any) eliminated. To compare the periodic behavior of S (or, equivalently, 
S) with that of Sp, we preserve all branch labels in the transformation from 
to Sp; in particular, if fl is the label of the entry branch of a {i, j}-test 
instruction, {i, j} C P, and the corresponding no-edge is a branch (i.e., a 
downward edge) with label 7, then the new branch obtained by linking 
these two branches i given two labels: fl, 7. Computations by Sp and S are 
related as follows: If for all pairs of input values {ai, aj} such that 
{i, j} C P, the flow of the computation S(a, a)is not affected by {a,-, aj}, 
i.e., the pair {ai, aj} does not satisfy any (non-negated) atomic formula 
induced by the computation path of S(a, a), then S(a, a) and Sp(a, a) 
follow the same sequence of branch labels. 
Restating assertion ($) relative to all flowcharts Se such that IPI ~< u, we 
denote the corresponding function 0 by 0,. We shall prove the existence of 
O u as a finite-valued function by induction on u/> 0. By proving assertion 
($) relative to all flowcharts Sp such that rP[ ~< (k/2). (k + 1), we shall have 
also proved ($) relative to S, and therefore relative to S--thus concluding 
the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
Note that assertion ($$) holds for all flowcharts Sp, without need to 
relativize the function h with respect o u--because we do not need to 
relativize 6 and ~b with respect to u, which are upper bound functions that 
apply equally well to computation paths in Sp, for any set P of pairs. The 
set of all computation paths in Sp, as sequences ofbranch labels, is a sub- 
set of all computation paths in S (i.e., in S). 
We now prove ($) relative to S~. The corresponding ~ is ~o- For this 
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case, we let Lo = 6(m) and Mo = 1, i.e., these are the values of L and M in 
the statement of Lemma 2.6 when IPb ~< 0. Let No be the resulting value of 
N, as given by Lemma 2.6. 
When P = ~b, the flow of computation is not affected by the input values 
{al ..... ak}, since all the test instructions have been eliminated in S:. When 
examining the periodic behavior of So, we may therefore ignore the 
presence of variables and assignment instructions. Consider an arbitrary 
computation S~(o-) which completes No iterations of R. As before, % = o., 
and o.i is the pds configuration at the end of the ith iteration of R (or, 
equivalently, when a branch labelled c~ is visited for the (i + 1)th time), for 
i t> 0. If the length of each of o-1 ..... O'N0, is at least Io-o[ (this is the hypothesis 
of Lemma 2.6), then S0(o- ) is upward-periodic after the pth iteration, for 
some 0 ~< p < No, with m upward-periods completed within No iterations. 
(In fact, in case P = ~b, the flow of computation depends on the pds con- 
tents only, and therefore as soon as S:(o.) completes two upward-periods, it 
is doomed to be forever upward-periodic.) Indeed, if o.p=o.'o." with 
[o.'[ =Lo = 6(m), and [o.q[ >7 Io.p[ for all q>~p, then the computation does 
not inspect he bits in o." after the pth iteration, and thus its flow cannot be 
affected by them. Hence, O0(rn)~< No, and ~o(m) is finite. 
Given an arbitrary set P of at most u > 0 pairs, we next prove assertion 
($) relative to Sp, under the assumption that we have already proved ($) 
relative to Sp,, for every P' with at most u -  1 pairs. We derive a quantity 
Hu_l(rn) from the function h of assertion ($$), namely, H~ l(m)= 
h(m, ~,_ l(m)) which is an upper bound on the number of steps Sp, can 
execute before becoming upward-periodic for m periods, for any [P'[ ~< 
U--1. 
We define an equivalence relation, denoted -u ,  on k-dimensional vec- 
tors in A k, by setting (a~ ..... ak) -u  (bl ..... bk) iff 
(a) for all ie {1 ..... k}, the subalgebra sgai is isomorphic to the sub- 
algebra rib,; 
(b) for all i, je{1,...,k}, if the length of [ai, a:] or [bi, b:] is less 
than Hu l(m), then [ai, aj] = [b~, bj]. 
The equivalence r lation - ,  has a finite index, call this index Mu. Let Lu = 
6(m) and M,  be the values of L and M, respectively, in the statement of 
Lemma 2.6, and let Nu be the corresponding value of N as given by 
Lemma 2.6. 
Consider a computation Se(o., a) which completes Nu iterations of R and 
such that the length of every o.~ is at least [o.o[ = [o.I, i>~0 (o-i is the pds con- 
figuration at the end of the ith iteration of R). We claim that Se(o., a) is 
upward-periodic for at least m periods, with m periods completed within 
N, iterations of R. This claim will prove the existence of ~u as a finite- 
valued function, since ~b,(rn)~< N~. 
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For convenience, refer to the equivalence classes of -=u by the numbers 
1, 2,..., M,,  and apply Lemma 2.6. There are indices 0~< Po <Pl  <""  < 
Pm ~ Nu such that 
(1) I%l~<[o-ul forallpe<-..q<-..pt+l and0~<i<m,  
(2) apo, ap~ ..... ap~, have a common prefix of length min(Lu, I%o[), 
(3) ap0, apl,..., ap~, are equivalent modulo = u. 
Rewrite ap,=(ap,.l,...,ap,.k) as hi=(bi.l ..... be.k), and ap, as re, for all 
0 ~< i ~< m. It is readily verified that Se(re, hi) executes the same sequence of 
instructions that Se(a, a) executes after the pith iteration. 
If the equivalence class of bo is such that, for all i and j in {1 ..... k}, 
I[b0,i, boj]l = oo or I I-bo,e, bo.j]l <Hu l(m), then the subalgebras 
generated by bo and b 1 are isomorphic under an isomorphism that maps 
bo. e to b~.e for all i~ {1,...,k}. In this case, the claim follows. Indeed, 
Se(ro, bo) and Se(rl, hi) follow the same (necessarily infinite) path in Se, 
and since the path followed by Se(r~, bl) is a proper final segment of the 
path followed by Se(ro, bo), the latter must therefore be forever upward- 
periodic after the 0th iteration of R (the poth iteration of R in Se(a, a)), 
with m periods completed within p , , -Po  ~< N, iterations of R. 
It remains to consider the case when the equivalence class of b o is such 
that there is a pair {i, j} for which ] [-bo.e, bo.j]l is n~_ l (m) or  more. Define 
a set Q of pairs: 
O={{i, j}l l<~i, j<.k and I[bo, e, boj]t>...Hu ~(m)}. 
Define also qu as the largest ordinal --.<co such that {bo, e, boj} does not 
satisfy an atomic formula induced within qo iterations of R (along the com- 
putation path Sp(ro, bo)). Define q ~< co as 
q = min({q0 [{i, j} e Pc~ Q} u {co}). 
Consider the flowchart S? Q. The computation Se Q(Zo, bo) is not affec- 
ted by any pair {bo, i boj} such that [[bo,1, boj][ >>-H,-l(rn). The com- 
putations Se_ Q(%, bo) and Se(ro, bo) follow the same sequence of branch 
labels to the end of the qth iteration of R, as the reader can easily verify. (If 
q = co, the two computations follow the same infinite sequence of branch 
labels.) Note that if q~> P l -Po ,  (Z'l, h i )  is also the vector of values in the 
pds and variables just after p~-po  iterations of R in the computation 
Se_Q(%, bo), which in turn implies that Se_Q(ro, bo) is forever upward- 
periodic after the 0th iteration, with each period containing at most p~ - Po 
iterations. 
There are two subcases to consider: (1 )q>Pm--Po ,  and (2)q~< 
643/65/2-3-3 
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Pm--Po" In subcase (1), Sp_Q(zo, bo) is upward-periodic after the 0th 
iteration of R, with m periods completed within Pm-  Po iterations of R. 
For subcase (2), first observe that q ~> O,_l(m), by assertion ($$) used 
relative to flowchart Sp. Further, since q is finite, P c~ Q is not empty, so 
that IP -Q I  ~< u-1 .  By assertion ($), Sp_Q(%, bo) is upward-periodic for 
at least m periods, with m periods completed within q <~ Pm-  PO iterations 
of R. (Assertion ($) is assumed true relative to all sets P' with at most u -  1 
pairs--the induction hypothesis.) 
In both subcases, (1) and (2), it immediately follows that Se(ro, b0) is 
upward-periodic for at least m periods, with m periods completed within 
Pro-- PO iterations of R. | 
Let d = (A; =; L(),  R())  be a treelike algebra. Since A has the struc- 
ture of a tree, it is meaningful to talk about the "levels" of A, which are 
numbered with 0, 1, 2,.... If w ~ A, the level of w is also the length of w 
(viewed as a string), [wl. If a level of A has every one of its nodes with 
exactly two successors, we call it a closed level. If a level of A is not closed, 
we call it an open level. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let S be an arbitrary flowchart, and m >>. 2. There & a 
positive integer n such that for every treelike algebra d with exactly one 
open level, qs(S, d ,  m) <~ n. 
Proof Consider a fixed treelike algebra d with exactly one open level, 
say level K. By Theorem 2.7, ~(S, d ,  m) is finite because there are finitely 
many isomorphism types in the class of subalgebras {dw ]w e A }. We want 
to show that, no matter what the value of K is, there is a uniform bound n 
on q~(S, d ,  m). We will show that if K is sufficiently large, ~(S, d ,  m) is 
independent of K (and finite), thus establishing the desired result. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7, the only difference 
being the induction on u ~> 0 (u is the number of pairs {i, j} in the set P, for 
i, j e  {1,..., k}). The case u=0 is treated exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.7. The case u > 0 in the present proof requires an additional 
inductive argument. 
Let u > 0, and assume that Ou-l(m) is already defined and independent 
of K--the induction hypothesis. We establish that Ou(m) is a finite integer 
independent of K by induction on v ~> 0, where v is the number of input 
values that are on levels below level K, i.e., whose lengths as strings are less 
than K. We denote the corresponding value of Ou(m) by Ou.v(m). As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.7, we derive another function Hu, v from ~,,~ (using the 
function h of assertion ($$) in the proof of 2.7). Since O<~v~k, the final 
value of ~u(m) is ~,~(m). 
To prove that O~.,(m) is finite and independent of K, we define an 
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equivalence relation -, .v on A k, which is based on Hu l(m) and, if v > 0, 
on H . . . .  l(m) also. For v=0,  we set (al ..... ak) -=~.0 (bl,..., bk)iff 
for all i, j~ { 1,..., k}, if the length of [a;, aj] or Ibm, bj] is less than 
H~_ l(m), then [ai, aj] = [bi, bj]. 
The rest of the proof for the case u > 0 and v = 0 proceeds as the rest of the 
proof for the case u > 0 in Theorem 2.7. Note that if all of the values in a = 
(al ,..., ak) are on level K or on higher levels, then the computation Se(o, a) 
can be viewed as being over the unary term algebra, i.e., the treelike 
algebra whose universe is {L, R}*. 
Let v > 0, and assume we have established that ~ . . . .  ~(m) is finite and 
independent of K. We set (as ..... a~) -~.v (b~ ..... bk) iff 
(a) for all i~ {1,..., k}, if the level of ai or bg is at least 
K- [H  .... l (m)+H . . . .  2(m)+"'+Hu,o(m)], the subalgebra ~¢ai is 
isomorphic to the subalgebra ~¢bi; 
(b) for all i,j~ {1,...,k}, if the length of [a~,aj] or [b~,bj] is less 
than H~_ l(m), then I-ai, aj] = [bi, bj]. 
It is not difficult to check that the equivalence relation -, ,o has a finite 
index--call it Mu,,,. There is a uniform bound independent of K on the 
values of M,,~ for all possible treelike algebras, each with exactly one open 
level. In the calculation of Ou, v(m) we use this uniform bound rather than a 
specific value of M .... so that the result will be independent ofK. 
We explain informally part (a) in the definition of -= u,v. Consider a com- 
putation Sp(tr, a) such that the length of every tr~ is at least [trol = [trl, i>~ 0. 
With no loss of generality, assume that al, a2,..., a~, are on levels below 
level K, and a~ + ~,..., ak, are on or above level K. Now, at least one of the 
values in {al,..., av}, say as, must be on or above level K-Hu, o(m), i.e., 
K-nu,o(m) <~ laal < g. Indeed, if all of the values in {al,..., ao} are below 
level K -  H~,0(m), it is not difficult to see that Sp(a, a) is upward-periodic 
for m periods, completed within O,,o(rn) iterations of R. (Recall that in the 
course of these O,,o(m) iterations of R, at most H,,,o(m) steps can be 
executed without the computation Se(a, a) becoming upward-periodic for 
m periods--see how H,(m) is defined in the proof of 2.7--so that no input 
value which is below level K-Hu,o(m) can "reach" level K in Ou, o(m) 
iterations of R.) By the same reasoning, at least one of the values in 
{al,..., a~}, say a 2, must be such that 
K -  [n~,l(m ) + H~,o(m)] ~< la21 < K -  n,,o(m); 
otherwise, if all of the values in {al,..., a~} are either on or above level 
K-Hu,o(m), or below level K-[H~,,~(m)+Hu,o(m)], then Se(tr, a) is 
upward-periodic for m periods, completed within ~u,~(m) iterations of R. 
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Continuing the same kind of reasoning, at least one value in {al ..... a~ }, say 
a~ with 1 ~< i < v, must be such that 
K- [Hu,  i_ l(m)+ ... + Hu,o(m)]<<lail<K-[H~,i_2(m)+ ... + Hu.0(m)], 
otherwise, Sp(cr, a) is upward-periodic for m periods, completed within 
~u,i-l(m) iterations of R. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of 2.7, 
and the details are left to the reader. | 
2.9. COROLLARY. Let S be an arbitrary flowchart, and m >>. 2. There & a 
positive integer p such that for every treelike algebra d ,  where every two 
consecutive open levels are separated by at least p closed levels, 
• (s, d ,  m) < p. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.8. Suppose S 
has k variables. We can take p = k'n,  where n is given by 2.8. What we 
want to show is that for every input (2, a) with aeA k, and every "sub- 
flowchart" S of S, the computation ~(2, a) is upward-periodic for m 
periods within n < p steps. (By a subflowchart of S we mean a flowchart 
whose entry branch is an arbitrary branch ~ in S and whose paths are all 
final path segments in S that start at a.) Our result follows from the fact 
that for at least n steps, S cannot distinguish between a treelike algebra 
with several open levels and a treelike algebra with one open level. | 
3. DL > DDL AND CF-DL > CF-DDL 
Let c~ be an infinite sequence of L's and R's of order type *m, which is 
cube-free. This means e contains no substring of the form fl/3B, where/3 is a 
nonempty finite string. (Although there are no infinite sequences over a 
binary alphabet which are square-free, there are that are cube-free--see 
Salomaa, 1981.) For later reference, let ~,,n>~O, be the suffix of ~ of 
length n. 
We define an infinite family of treelike algebras {~, In >t 1 } such that the 
only infinite chain in the universe Bn of N, is ~, for every n >~ 1. More 
precisely, B, is obtained from the full binary tree T= {L, R}* by consider- 
ing in succession: level n, level 2n, level 3n ..... and pruning away all but one 
of the subtrees rooted at each such level. (We use interchangeably "node" 
and "string," so that the nodes on level e>~0 are exactly the strings 
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{L, R}L) The only subtree not eliminated from level i 'n  is the subtree 
rooted at node ~i.,, for i, n/> 1. We can thus view B, as being built up from 
copies of the full binary tree of height n--and B, looks as follows: 




r ~ level 
~" ' level n \ / - /  
a x ~  level 0 
level 3n 
2n 
Let S be a flowchart with k variables, Xl,..., xk. Let r~ be a finite path 
segment in S, not necessarily starting at the entry branch of S or ending at 
one of the exit branches of S. As in Section 3 of Urzyczyn (1983), we 
associate a function f~ : { 1,..., k } ~ { 1 ..... k } with re. If the value of variable 
xi just after the last instruction of ~ depends on the value of xj at the entry 
branch of re, then we write f , ( i )=  j. A case of particular interest is when f~ 
is a retraction; i.e., when f .  is the identity function when restricted to its 
range. 
3.1. LEMMA. For all integers k >~ 1, there b an integer r >1 1, such that for 
all functions f:  { 1 ..... k} -o { 1 ..... k }, f r  ( f  composed with itself r times) is a 
retraction. 
Proof There are finitely many functions from {1,..., k} to {1,..., k}--say 
these are f~, f2 ..... f , .  Suppose we can prove that for each such function fi  
there is an integer ri >~ 1 such that fT' is a retraction, i.e., f~' f /=  f/ .Then, 
defining r to be r 1 r2--" rn, it is clear that f~ is also a retraction for all 
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i = 1 ..... n. If suffices therefore to prove the existence of r relative to a single 
function f :  { 1,..., k} ~ { 1 ..... k}. 
We partition the domain {1 ..... k} into two blocks I and J: I=  {iln>~ 1, 
fn(i) = i} and J=  { 1,..., k} -L  A moment of thought will show that while J 
may be empty, I is never empty. Furthermore, for all i t I and all n, there is 
a p such that fP+"(i)= i, so that also fP +n+n(i)=fn(i); hence, for all i t  I 
and all n, fn(i) t I. It is also easy to see that for all i t J there is a n ~> 1 such 
that f"( i )  t I. 
For all i t  {1 ..... k}, let ni be the smallest integer /> 1 such that f"i(i) = i if 
i t I ,  or fn~( i ) t l  if i t J .  The desired integer is nl n="'ng. ] 
3.2. LEMMA. Let S 1 ..... S n be a finite collection of deterministic regular 
program schemes, with signature (=, L( ), R( )), and possibly with 
parameterless recursive calls. Then there is a treelike algebra ~p, for some 
p >>, 1, where each of $1 ..... Sn unwinds. 
Proof For simplicity, we only consider the case when n = 1 and $1 = S, 
from which easily follows the general case when n > 1. We can view S as a 
deterministic flowchart with a binary pds. Suppose S has k variables. We 
want to apply Corollary 2.9, where we take m = 3"r, r being the positive 
integer given by the preceding lemma. A value of p that will satisfy the con- 
clusion of the lemma is that given by Corollary 2.9. Given any computation 
S(2, a) with a t  (Bp) k, it will either converge, or diverge by popping an 
empty pds, or complete m periods--within a uniform number of steps 
independent of a. Note that after m periods are completed, none of the 
values assigned to the variables of S can occur along the infinite chain ct 
and, therefore, all of these values (as nodes in the tree Bp) are roots of sub- 
trees of height less than p. The details of the proof are left to the reader. 1 
3.3. LEMMA. There is a non-deterministic regular program scheme S with 
signature (=,  L(),  R()), which does not unwind in any infinite treelike 
algebra (in particular, in any treelike algebra in {Mnln ~> 1 }). 
Proof We can take S to be the following one-variable program scheme: 
(x :=L(x )wx := R(x))*. The input-output relation defined by S in any 
treelike algebra ~' is satisfied by a pair (a, b) t A × A iff b is accessible from 
a lby  successively applying L( ) and R( ) to a (nondeterminalistieally). 1 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the two preceding 
lemmas, together with Lemma 1.2. 
3.4. THEOREM. (1) DL > DDL. 
(2) CF-DL > CF-DDL. 
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